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This is a new release of the original 1938 edition.
For the first time, The Collected Works of C. G. Jung is now available in a complete digital edition that is full-text searchable. The Complete
Digital Edition includes Vols. 1–18 and Vol. 19, the General Bibliography of C. G. Jung's Writings. (Vol. 20, the General Index to the Collected
Works, is not included.) Volumes 1–18 of The Collected Works are available for individual purchase and are also full-text searchable at
http://press.princeton.edu/catalogs/series/bscwj.html [The Collected Works of C.G. Jung]. The Collected Works of C. G. Jung forms one of
the basic texts of twentieth-century thought: at once foundational for depth psychology and pivotal for intellectual, cultural, and religious
history. The writings presented here, spanning five decades, embody Jung's attempt to establish an interdisciplinary science of analytical
psychology, and apply its insights to the fields of psychiatry, criminology, psychotherapy, psychoanalysis, personality psychology,
anthropology, physics, biology, education, the arts and literature, the history of the mind and its symbols, comparative religion, alchemy, and
contemporary culture and politics, among others: each in turn has been decisively marked by his thought. Of timely and ongoing relevance to
the understanding of these fields, Jung's writings are at the same time essential reading for any understanding of the making of the modern
mind.
The latest investigation from acclaimed nuclear engineer and author James Mahaffey unearths forgotten nuclear endeavors throughout
history that were sometimes hair-brained, often risky, and always fascinating. Whether you are a scientist or a poet, pro-nuclear energy or
staunch opponent, conspiracy theorist or pragmatist, James Mahaffey's books have served to open up the world of nuclear science like never
before. With clear explanations of some of the most complex scientific endeavors in history, Mahaffey's new book looks back at the atom's
wild, secretive past and then toward its potentially bright future. Mahaffey unearths lost reactors on far flung Pacific islands and trees that
were exposed to active fission that changed gender or bloomed in the dead of winter. He explains why we have nuclear submarines but not
nuclear aircraft and why cold fusion doesn't exist. And who knew that radiation counting was once a fashionable trend? Though parts of the
nuclear history might seem like a fiction mash-up, where cowboys somehow got a hold of a reactor, Mahaffey's vivid prose holds the reader
in thrall of the infectious energy of scientific curiosity and ingenuity that may one day hold the key to solving our energy crisis or sending us to
Mars.
Recent works of fiction and popular history have promoted the idea that the Holy Grail symbolizes a physical bloodline that resulted from a
union of Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene. It is claimed by some that this is the secret kept tirelessly by certain esoteric movements for the
past two millennia. Based on her groundbreaking research, Sylvia Francke exposes this notion as a blatant misinterpretation of the mystery
traditions that preceded and ran parallel to the birth of Christianity. She traces the ancient spiritual paths of knowledge from the Cathars, the
Knights Templar, and the enigmatic Rosicrucians, to the work of Rudolf Steiner in the twentieth century. Here, she concludes, is true Grail
knowledge--the Tree of Life and the Holy Grail itself, explained in their metaphysical context. She suggests a solution to the mystery of
sudden wealth and the strange behavior of Bérenger Saunière, the mysterious priest of Rennes-le-Château in southern France. True Grail
knowledge, Francke concludes, has nothing to do with bloodlines or worldly status; rather, it is an ancient lifeline to the spiritual origins of
creation. Its energetic forces radiate out from the Earth and in from the constellations and planets, while interacting with human individuals. It
represents the key to fulfilling humanity's quest and the next step in human evolution. The recent explosion of interest in revisionist
Christianity history--the shadow Grail--prompted Sylvia Francke to revise The Tree of Life and the Holy Grail, first published in 1996. The
result is a completely reworked and expanded book that offers a powerful and convincing refutation of distorted esoteric truths. C O N T E N
T S Preface 1. The Scene is Set 2. The Underground Stream and the New Mysteries 3. Science of the Grail 4. The Triple Goddess 5. Christ
Energy, the Power of Transformation 6. Knights Templar, Guardians of the Grail 7. The Rosicrucian Impulse 8. Mary Magdalene, the Great
Work, Venus, and the Pentagram 9. Opposing Forces and the Double 10. Saunière's Secret and the Priory of Sion, part one --The
Philosopher's Stone and Knowing the Pentagram 11. Saunière's Secret and the Priory of Sion, part two --A Kind of Ahrimanic Immortality 12.
Opposition to the grail and Its Influence in the Modern World 13. Rosslyn Chapel: The Tree of Life and the Holy Grail 14. Waters of the Moon
15. The Chalice and the Blade 16. Healing the Grail King Appendices: 1. Mani's Teachings 2. The Arabianizing of Aristotelianism 3. The
Spiritual Hierarchies 4. The Science of the Grail: Some Modern Pratitioners
Alchemy is central to Jung's hypothesis of the collective unconscious. In this volume he begins with an outline of the process and aims of
psychotherapy, and then moves on to work out the analogies between alchemy, Christian dogma and symbolism and his own understanding
of the analytic process. Introducing the basic concepts of alchemy, Jung reminds us of the dual nature of alchemy, comprising both the
chemical process and a parallel mystical component. He also discusses the seemingly deliberate mystification of the alchemists. Finally, in
using the alchemical process as providing insights into individuation, Jung emphasises the importance of alchemy in relating to us the
transcendent nature of the psyche.
UNLOCK THE MEANING OF EASTERN MAGICK In scope and clarity, there is no book that can compare to The Eastern Mysteries. This
reissue of David Allen Hulse's landmark work is the one book all students of the occult must own. It catalogs and distills, in hundreds of tables
of secret symbolism, the true import of each ancient Eastern magickal tradition. Each chapter is a key that unlocks the meaning behind one of
the magickal languages. Through painstaking research and analysis, Hulse has accomplished an unprecedented feat -- that of reconstructing
the basic underlying systems that form the vast legacy of mystery traditions. The real genius of this accomplishment is that it is presented in a
way that is immediately understandable and usable. Although the book deals with many foreign scripts, ancient tongues, and lost symbols, it
is designed for the beginning student. Included is a wealth of cross references, excellent introductory material and overviews, an extensive
annotated bibliography, and -- new to this edition -- a complete index.
This is the first monograph on the painter Paul Lautensack (1477/78-1558) who explained his revelations on God’s nature with hundreds of
highly sophisticated diagrams that allow us a rare glimpse into the visual world of a Reformation period urban craftsman.
THE ANGELS WITHIN US shows how to pinpoint your own trouble spots, discover which angel waits beyond reach, and ask it for guidance.
In a step-by-step process that includes meditations, practical exercises, and examples of angelic conversations experienced by the author
and others, you will meet the Angel of Unconditional Love and Freedom, catalyst of all angels. You will then learn about the twenty-one other
angels whose energies are attuned to such realms as: Illusion and Reality; Creative Wisdom; Abundance; Power and Authority, and more.
THE ANGELS WITHIN US guides you to that exalted and natural existence where you can be as cosmically whole, vibrant, strong, and free
as you were created to be.
Novo Clavis Esoterika contains copiously illustrated and expanded versions of Timothy Hogan's critically acclaimed The Alchemical Keys to
Masonic Ritual and The 32 Secret Paths of Solomon, as well several key texts on Martinism, Gnosticism, alchemy, and the Hermetic
Tradition. Originally published as a limited edition book, this new second edition version contains all of the same material, but in a new format.
Novo Clavis Esoterika contains the following works by author Timothy Hogan: The Alchemical Keys to Masonic ritual; Ethiopia in
Freemasonry; The 32 Secret Paths of Solomon; Gnostic Reflections in Freemasonry; What of Health? What of Healing?; Parzival and
Martinism; The Transmutation of Fear; Performing the Great Work; The Production of the True Philosopher's Stone This book is sure to be
thoughtful reading for anyone interested in the esoteric tradition!
In spite of all the papers that others have written about the manuscript, there is no complete survey of all the approaches, ideas, background
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information and analytic studies that have accumulated over the nearly fifty-five years since the manuscript was discovered by Wilfrid M.
Voynich in 1912. This report pulls together all the information the author could obtain from all the sources she has examined, and to present it
in an orderly fashion. The resulting survey will provide a firm basis upon which other students may build their work, whether they seek to
decipher the text or simply to learn more about the problem.
With ovear 3000 cross-referenced entries this is an invaluable reference to the mystical and esoteric traditions. It gives succinct definitions in
the fields of magic hermeticism, alchemy, spiritualism, parapsychology, eastern and western mysticism, mind and consciousness research
divination, tarot, and a variety of less welll-known subjects. It also features biographies of leading figures in the field with details of their lives,
philosophies and writings- from astrologer Evangeline Adams to the prophet Zarathustra.
An exceptionally comprehensive index by paragraph numbers. Certain subjects are treated in separate sub-indexes within the General Index.
These include alchemy, animals, the Bible, colors, Freud, Jung, and numbers.
Originally published in 1978, The Occult Sourcebook has been compiled primarily for the many people who are for the first time becoming
engrossed by the numerous and often confusing possibilities underlying the occult sciences. It consists of a series of articles on key areas,
providing the reader with easy access to basic facts, together with a carefully planned guide to further reading. Critical comments on the
recommended books allow the reader to select those which best suit their interests. The authors have also included a ‘Who’s Who of the
occult’ to provide short biographies of some of the more amazing figures who have already travelled down the mystic path. The book offers a
programmed system of exploration into the realms of the unknown. It will be invaluable to the increasing number of people who are
concerned with the exploration of enlarging human consciousness.
• Shares the history and meaning of Freemasonry and its symbols • Offers thoughtful explorations of different areas of Masonic experience,
drawing on esoteric doctrines and paralleling them with experiences found in daily life • Provides simple exercises and practices to help
internalize and personalize the lessons presented, including dreamwork, journaling, meditation, and prayer In this practical guide, Mark
Stavish details the spiritual lessons and rituals of Freemasonry as a step-by-step path of spiritual development and self-improvement for both
Masons and non-Masons, men and women, alike. He explores the history and meaning of Freemasonry and its symbols--from its origins in
the Temple of Solomon to the Medieval craft guilds to the Renaissance--and explains how the Craft promotes personal growth through the
symbolic building of self and an inner Temple of Wisdom in much the same way that Masonry’s rituals symbolize the building of Solomon’s
Temple in accordance with the mystical architectural instructions of Hiram. Drawing on esoteric doctrines, including the Qabala, alchemy,
sacred geometry, John Dee’s angelic magic, and the secrets of the Gothic cathedral builders, each chapter addresses an area of the
Masonic experience, paralleling them with experiences each of us finds in our own lives. The author provides simple practices to help
internalize and personalize the lessons presented, including dreamwork, journaling, meditation, prayer, and understanding sacred
architecture. The author also examines the crafting and use of the spiritual and symbolic tools of Freemasonry, such as the trestle or tracing
board and the Chamber of Reflection. Providing the tools to make the Craft an initiatic experience of self-improvement, the author shows that,
ultimately, the Masonic experience is the human quest for self-realization and self-expression, so that we each may find our place in the
Temple of Wisdom.
This new edition of Antique Trader Book Collector's Price Guide provides readers with the information and values to
carve a niche for themselves in a market where rare first editions of Jane Austen's Emma and J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter
and the Philosophers Stone recently sold at auction for 254,610 dollars and 40,355 dollars respectively. Organized in 13
categories, including Americana, banned, paranormal and mystery, this guide discusses identifying and grading books,
and provides collectors with details for identifying and assessing books in 8,000 listings.
This volume is the general index to the eighteen published textual volumes in the Collected Works of C.G. Jung. The
comprehensive indexing goes beyond the volume indexes, and includes sub-indexes to important general topics, such as
Alchemical Collections, Codices and Manuscripts, Feud and Numbers, the sub-indexing for the Bible arranged by book,
chapter and verse. The General Index, with the General Bibliography of C.G. Jung's Writings (Volume 19 of the Collected
Works), together complete the publication of the Collected Works of C.G. Jung in English.
Over one hundred forty items, representative of Jung's interests and professional activities and spanning sixty years,
include lectures, forewords, reviews, articles, and letters
Over 3000 authoritative, cross-referenced entries, covering magical traditions from all around the world.
With scholars now showing new respect for the Hermetic arts and those fantastic and wonderfully devout diagrams and
figures appearing in the works of seventeenth century alchemists, it was felt that now is the time to reissue Codex Rosae
Crucis, considered the definitive work in its field. Invaluable for the English translation accompanying a facsimile of the
original eighteenth century manuscript. as well as Mr. Hall's interpretative comments, the Codex threads together
fragments of history pertaining to the Rosicrucian foundations in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Of special
interest is a picture of the only known representation of the Temple of the Rosy Cross from an engraving in 1618. In his
work entitled Psychology and Alchemy, the famous psychologist C. G. Jung reproduced the plate of Michelspacher's
Cabala and made numerous other references to material contained in Codex Rosae Crucis. Folio size, with full-color
plates and two-color manuscript section.
This is the first book which establishes a direct link between the rituals of Freemasonry and the practice of both chemical
and spiritual alchemy. Albert Pike understood that the symbolic degrees of Freemasonry contained alchemical secrets,
but he never put the whole pattern together and showed how. This book shows these connections for the first time. This
book is a must for any Freemason who wants to understand the secret meanings behind the Symbolic "Blue Lodge"
ritual. Tim Hogan is a PM, 32*KCCH, KT, FRC, PSM-AMD, and Knight RC of the Royal Order of Scotland. He lectures
extensively both inside and outside of the United States on Freemasonry.
Explores European and American esoteric traditions as reflected in literature and in art. Focusing on how spiritual
initiation takes place in Western esoteric religious, literary, and artistic traditions from antiquity to the present, Restoring
Paradise provides an introduction to Western esotericism, including early modern esoteric movements like alchemy,
Christian theosophy, and Rosicrucianism. The author argues that European and American literature and art often entail a
written transmission of spiritual knowledge in which writing itself works to transmute consciousness, to generate,
provoke, or convey spiritual awakening. He focuses on several important figures whose work has not received the
attention it deserves, including American writer and Imagist poet H.D. (Hilda Doolittle) and British painter Cecil Collins,
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among others. While Arthur Versluis presents a new way of understanding Western esotericism in a contemporary light,
above all he has crafted a book about knowing, and about how we come to know, and what “knowing” by way of
literature and language actually means. Arthur Versluis is Professor of American Thought and Language at Michigan
State University and the author of many books, including Wisdom’s Children: A Christian Esoteric Tradition, also
published by SUNY Press. He is also the editor of the journal Esoterica.
The essays and articles collected in this volume sum up the first not-quite-decade of John Michael Greer's career as a writer on
magic and occultism. While they cover a range of subjects, all of them share a common theme, and were shaped by certain
experiences that remade his spiritual life just before the first of them was written. They record a remarkable period in the life of a
scholar, and will provide inspiration and entertainment to students of the occult as well as anyone interested in magic or writing.
This masterpiece:It is about the Mysteries of the Universe Regarding God, Nature, Man, the Macrocosm and Microcosm, Eternity
and Time Explained According to the Religion of Christ by Means of the Secret Symbols of the Rosicrucians of the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries. Copied and translated from an old German manuscript, and provided with a Dictionary of Occult terms.
About the author:Franz Hartmann (1838 - 1912) was a German physician, theosophist, occultist, geomancer, astrologer, and
author of esoteric works. He wrote esoteric studies and a biography of Jakob Böhme and of Paracelsus. He translated the
Bhagavad Gita into German and was the editor of the journal Lotusblüten. He was at one time a co-worker of Helena Blavatsky at
Adyar. In 1896 he founded a German Theosophical Society. He also supported the Guido-von-List-Society (Guido-von-List-
Gesellschaft). He cofounded the Ordo Templi Orientis with Carl Kellner and Theodor Reuss.
Lola is about how every church and state on planet earth is out dated and sufficating humanity. The world leaders of today's
church and state just as soon rape and pillage the planet for their own golden butt wipers then they would do the right thing for the
planet and or humanity. I gaurantee Jesus the 2000 year dead guy is not going to save you. I guarantee the concept of hell is not
real and is being used to scare and mind control honest people into believing negative bullshit. I guarantee you the United States
Government is destroying the planet for a few corporations business interests. I gaurantee Obama's caimpaign for "change" is all
smoke and mirros and that the current American presedential administration is just as curropt and shady as the last administration.
A compilation of rare works on the untold history and destiny of America by acclaimed occult writer Manly P. Hall. Writer and
scholar Manly P. Hall (1901-1990) is one of the most significant names in the study of the esoteric, symbolic, and occult. His
legendary book The Secret Teachings of All Ages has been an underground classic since its publication in 1928. The Secret
History of America expands on that legacy, offering a collection of Hall’s works—from books and journals to transcriptions of his
lectures—all relating to the hidden past and unfolding future of our nation. Hall believed that America was gifted with a unique
purpose to explore and share principles of personal freedom, self-governance, and independent thought. PEN Award-winning
historian, Mitch Horowitz has curated a powerful collection of Hall’s most influential and insightful works that capture and explore
these ideas. Never before collected in one volume, the material in The Secret History of America explores the rich destiny, unseen
history, and hidden meaning of America.
Codex Rosae CrucisA Rare and Curious Manuscript of Rosicrucian Interest, Now Published for the First Time in Its Original
FormCodex Rosae CrucisA Rare and Curious Manuscript of Rosicrucian Interest, Now Published for the First Time in Its Original
Form
Central to the idea of a perfect society is the idea that communities must be strong and bound together with shared ideologies.
However, while this may be true, rarely are the individuals that comprise a community given primacy of place as central to a strong
communal theory. This volume moves away from the dominant, current macro-level theorising on the subject of identity and its
relationship to and with globalising trends, focusing instead on the individual’s relationship with utopia so as to offer new
interpretive approaches for engaging with and examining utopian individuality. Interdisciplinary in scope and bringing together work
from around the world, The Individual and Utopia enquires after the nature of the utopian as citizen, demonstrating the inherent
value of making the individual central to utopian theorizing and highlighting the methodologies necessary for examining the utopian
individual. The various approaches employed reveal what it is to be an individual yoked by the idea of citizenship and challenge
the ways that we have traditionally been taught to think of the individual as citizen. As such, it will appeal to scholars with interests
in social theory, philosophy, literature, cultural studies, architecture, and feminist thought, whose work intersects with political
thought, utopian theorizing, or the study of humanity or human nature.
The Chemical Wedding of Christian Rosenkreutz, often looked upon as the third Rosicrucian manifesto, has an entirely different
tone from the other Rosicrucian documents. Unlike the Rosicrucian manifestoes, which address the transformation of society, The
Chemical Wedding is concerned with the inner transformation of the soul. It is a deeply interior work, one which asks the reader to
step into its world of symbols and walk with Christian Rosenkreutz along his path of transformation. Despite its importance as a
key text of the Western esoteric traditions, this is the first ever contemporary English translation of The Chemical Wedding, made
especially for this edition by Joscelyn Godwin. Also included in this edition is an introduction and commentary by Adam McLean,
which illuminates the transformative symbolism.
Mandalas have long been recognized in Eastern spiritual traditions as important tools for focusing meditation. Though
various Western traditions possess such contemplative tools, they have not often been recognized as such. McLean
remedies this by presenting, and analyzing in great depth, over forty beautiful engravings, reproduced as full-page
illustrations, from alchemical, kabbalistic, magical, Rosicrucian, and Hermetic sources. This second edition of the first
book exclusively dedicated to the mandala tradition in the West is an extremely valuable sourcework for its illustrations
and commentaries. Not only is it a comprehensive guide to reading the cosmological and spiritual symbolism of
alchemical engravings, it also outlines three ways for working with these mandalas as spiritual exercises.
Rosicrucianism is one of the most important, and least recognized, streams of Western spirituality. Forced underground
in the maelstrom of the Thirty Years War, Rosicrucianism was passed down secretly by alchemists, hermetists, and
Masons into the nineteenth century, when it inspired new spiritual movements, including theosophy, the Order of the
Golden Dawn, and Rudolf Steiner's spiritual science. This book collects from many different sources Steiner's
discussions on Rosicrucianism: the Tao and the Rose Cross; the history and mission of Christian Rosenkreutz; the
nature of Rosicrucian practice and experience; the meaning of The Chemical Wedding; Goethe's Rosicrucian poem "The
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Mysteries; " and how to meditate on the Rose Cross itself.
The Holy Grail has become a popular field of study in recent years, however most books on the subject are written by
authors who are not themselves initiated into the mystery school tradition of the Grail. Revelation of the Holy Grail is one
of the first books on the subject which is written by an initiate within several of the Knighthood Orders associated with the
Grail Tradition. This book provides many previously unpublished facts about the history and tradition of the Grail
movement, which includes some of the most influential people in human history. The Quest of the Holy Grail has proved
to really be about the quest for human civilization. It has spawned not only the greatest political movements in history, but
also it has been the cornerstone of human technology. Alchemy, Hebrew Mysteries, Templar Secrets, ancient
technologies, Gnostic traditions, and secret societies have all been involved in this exciting history which is the backbone
of our modern day world.
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